In this paper rooted (near-) 4-regular maps on the plane are counted with respect to the root-valency, the number of edges, the number of inner faces, the number of non-root vertex loops, the number of non-root vertex blocks, and the number of multi-edges. As special cases, formulae of several types of rooted 4-regular maps such as 2-connected 4-regular planar maps, rooted 2-connected (connected) 4-regular planar maps without loops are also presented. Several known results on 4-regular maps and trees of Tutte are also concluded. Finally, asymptotic formulae for the numbers of those types of maps are given.
INTRODUCTION
We begin with some definitions. Terms mentioned without definition may be found in [3, 9, 19, 22] .
-Graphs here are connected and may have loops or multi-edges (or parallel edges as some people called it, sometimes we also use this conception in convenient). A planar map is a graph G drawn on the sphere S 0 such that edges intersect at vertices and each component of S 0 − G is a disc called face. Generally, we may define a map on higher surfaces. -A map is rooted if an edge, a vertex on the edge and a direction along one side of the edge are all distinguished. All maps here are rooted unless special statements are given. -A graph (map) is k-connected if it needs at least k vertices to separate the graph (map) [3] . One may see that this definition is slightly different from that given by Tutte [18] . For instance, a 2-connected graph (map) may have loops which have been excluded by Tutte. -A (rooted) near-4-regular map is such one having all the vertices 4-valent except possibly the rooted one. It is clear that a near-4-regular map is Eulerian. A map is called near-simple if no loops or multi-edges are permitted except possibly only two parallel edges containing the root-vertex.
4-regular maps are very important for applications in many fields such as rectilinear embedding in VLSI, the Gaussian crossing problem in graph theory, the knot problem in topology and the enumerations of some other types of maps [9] [10] [11] [12] . Rooted (near-) 4-regular maps (or their duals: quadrangulations) have been investigated by many scholars. We list them (as far as we know) as follows:
(1) rooted bicubic maps [20] ; (2) rooted trees [21] ; (3) rooted quadrangulations [5] ; (4) rooted c-nets via quadrangulations [13] ; (5) rooted one-faced maps on surfaces [23, pp. 212 , 213]; (6) rooted 4-regular planar maps [9, pp, 159-166 ]; (7) rooted near-4-regular planar Eulerian trials [16] ; (8) We expect that several more classes of 4-regular maps could be added to this list. This is main aim of this paper.
REMARK. Here we regard planar trees, or more generally, maps with one face on surfaces (some people also called them monopoles) as special kinds of near-4-regular maps. A near-4-regular Eulerian trial is one with all its vertices 4-valent except possibly two: one is the root-vertex while the other is a candidate for identifying with the former. One may see that this is a concept quite involved in nonplanar maps. For a survey one may refer to [8] or extensively [2] .
A GENERAL FUNCTIONAL EQUATION FOR PLANAR MAPS
In this section we shall set up a general equation with up to six more parameters for rooted near-4-regular maps on the sphere which will imply several new results for some classes of maps unhandled before and conclude several known results cited in the list above. But first we should give some more definitions on maps.
Let U be the set of all the rooted near-4-regular maps on the plane and its enumerating functions be as
where the variables x, y, z, t, w and q mark, respectively, the root-valency, the number of edges, the number of inner faces, the number of nonroot-vertex-loops, the number of cutvertices other than the rooted one and the number of multi-edges. One should pay attention to our definition of multi-edges. That is, if there are two or more parallel edges connecting two vertices, then q counts only once. The set U should be partitioned into three parts as
where U 0 has only one element, the vertex map, and
where ' ' is the 1v-production of the sets of maps defined in [9, pp. 88, 89] .
PROOF. For a map M ∈ U, the root-edge e r (M) is a loop. The inner and outer regions determined by e r (M) are, respectively, two elements of U. Since this procedure is reversible,
By the above lemma, the enumerating function of U 1 is
is the set of those in U with their root-valencies 2.
PROOF. Notice that shrinking of the root-edge of a map in U 2 will result in an element in U with its root-valency not less than 4. Thus, U (2) is a subset of U 0 − U(2) − U 0 .
On the other hand, splitting the root-vertex of a map in U − U(2) − U 0 will lead to a map in
. Two types of maps in U 1 (2) and U 2 (2) which will result in a nonroot-vertex-loop after splitting the root-vertex.
By Lemma 2, the enumerating function of U (2) is
where F 2 is the enumerating function of U(2). The set U (2) may be further parted into several more parts as
with U (2) 1 = {M|e r (M) is a loop with its inner face of valency 1};
is a loop and it bounds a face of valency 1}, in which P is the rotation of M at v r . It is clear that maps of U 1 (2) and U 2 (2) have the structures as depicted in Figure 1 , where there remains a map in U after deleting the corresponding loops.
Since splitting a vertex into two may also increase a pair of multi-edges, we have to divide
in which elements in U 11 (2) have the structures as shown in Figure 2 , where what left after deleting a pair of corresponding loops is a pair of maps in U.
What follows from the maps with the structures in Figures 1 and 2 are
Hence, the contribution of
Similarly, the set U 2 (2) may be parted as follows:
where elements in U 21 (2) have the structures as shown in Figure 3 .
FIGURE 2. Maps in U 11
(2) which will result in a pair of parallel edges after splitting the root-vertex.
FIGURE 3. Maps in U 21
Hence, the contribution of U 2 2 to U is
Next, we concentrate on the calculation of f 3 2 , the contribution of U 3 2 to U. Since splitting of the root-vertex of those in U 3 (2) may increase a cut-vertex which is not the rooted one and no more loops beyond the root-vertex are increased, the set U 3
(2) has to be divided into three parts as U
in which
, where those of U (A) and U (B) are composed of a map in U (2) − L and another in U − U 0 as depicted in Figure 4 (here L denotes the loop map), i.e., LEMMA 3. U (A) and U (B) are, respectively, the composition of U (2) − L and U − U 0 .
Thus, the contribution of U (A) and U (B) are the same as
FIGURE 4. Two types of maps in U 31 (2) which will increase a nonroot-cut-vertex after splitting the rootvertex.
which will result in a pair of parallel edges after splitting the rootvertex.
It is clear that splitting the root-vertex of those in U (A) may also result in a pair of parallel edges. So, it should be parted according to
where maps in U 1 (A) consist of a loop, a map in U(2) − U 0 and a pair of maps in U as shown in the Figure 5 .
So, the contributions of U 1 (A) and U 2 (A) are, respectively,
Further, the enumerating function of U A is
The same things happen to U B , i.e., f B = f A . Consequently, we have that
We now turn to U 32 (2) defined in (6) . By the definition of near-4-regular maps, the following properties are easy for one to test and useful in our arguments to come.
Fact 1. For a map M ∈ U 32
(2) , splitting the root-vertex v r (M) will not increase the number of nontoot-vertex loops or the number of nonroot-vertex cut-vertices but may increase the number of multi-edges. (2) will result in a group of at least two parallel edges and not increase the cut-vertices.
Fact 2. For any map M ∈ U 32
(2) , the root-valency of M is at least 6. Fact 3. For an Eulerian graph (map), its edge-connectivity is an even number.
Hence, a map M ∈ U 32 (2) if and only if it has a structure as depicted in Figure 6 , where the three shadowed regions determined by three nested loops are those of root-valencies 2 while other four are the elements in U.
Let R 1 , R 2 and R 3 are, respectively, the subsets of U 32 (2) such that
where P is the rotation of M at the root-vertex. Then we have that
For a subset A of U, we denote |A| as the contribution of A to U. Then by the principle of inclusion-exclusion, the contribution of U 32 (2) to U is
i.e.,
On the other hand, relations (3)-(5) imply that
Hence,
Combining this with (2)- (5) yields
After rearranging the items in the above equation, we have our first main results.
THEOREM A. The enumerating function defined in (1) satisfies the following equation:
in which the coefficients of f 0 , f and f 2 can be expressed as
REMARK. The equation in Theorem A is really vast and complicated and seems impossible for one to extract a complete function from (11) . But it contains up to six more parameters which makes it possible for us to solve (11) completely or determines the corresponding 4-regular maps with special values. This is exactly what we shall do in the next section.
CALCULATIONS
In this section we shall deal with various types of rooted (near-) 4-regular on the plane and all the arguments are under the restriction q = 1 since only in this case can we solve the corresponding equation(s).
Let q = 1 (i.e., ignoring the effects of multi-edges). Then the equation in Theorem A becomes
Let x = x 2 and be the discriminant of (12). Then we have
in which F = F 2 − yz.
In fact, q = 1 will turn to become a polynomial of x with degree not great than 3 which makes it possible for one to use the famous double-root methods developed by Brown [4] to solve the corresponding equation and completely determine the exact expression of the enumerating functions. Now we are allowed to write
Then by comparing the coefficients of x, x 2 and x 3 we have the following system of equations:
We may extract the function f from the corresponding equation and expand it into a power series, i.e.,
where
Applying Lagrangian inversion (for a reference one may see [7] ) for (14) and θ m one may find that
Set t = w = 1. Then we have the following known result:
COROLLARY 1 (LIU [9, P. 165]). The enumerating function of rooted planar near-4-regular maps is
Since maps on surfaces must obey Euler formula, a classical formula for rooted trees may also be concluded.
COROLLARY 2 (TUTTE [21]). The enumerating function of rooted trees is
∂ (y f (x, y, y −1 , 1, 1, 1) )
Furthermore, we have the following:
COROLLARY 3 ([15]). The enumerating function of those in U with exactly k nonrootvertex loops is
.
COROLLARY 4 ([14]). The enumerating function of rooted planar 4-regular maps without loops is
(1 − 2y 2 z) y
From this and Lagrangian inversion [7] one may determine the number of rooted planar 4-regular maps without loops, i.e., the number of those having 2m edges is L m − 2L m−1 , where
If we consider the case of y = q = t = 1 and w = 0, then we will have results for rooted 2-connected near-4-regular planar maps without nonroot-vertex loops (i.e., the root-vertex is the only possible cut-vertex).
THEOREM B. The enumerating function of those in U having no nonroot-cut-vertices is
REMARK. The function in the above theorem heavily depends on the parameter F which will be handled further.
Recall that under the condition of y = q = t = 1 and w = 0 the discriminant of (12) becomes
where x = x 2 as we have assumed at the beginning of this section. Suppose that x is a multiroot of . Then from the double-root method [4] and = ∂ ∂ x = 0 one may see that
This together with an application of Lagrangian inversion for the above relation provides a way to expand F (or F l ) into a power series of z, i.e.,
where the operator is defined as
Based on this we may expand the function F into a power series of z, i.e., One may see that the initial values of maps coincide with our calculations. For instance, there are 20 distinct rooted 2-connected 4-regular planar maps with four inner faces which are determined by the elements of U(2) as depicted in Figure 7 .
Although the function F presents a way to count a type of rooted 2-connected 4-regular planar maps, we may easily see that if loops are permitted, then there are another type of maps which must be considered. In fact, rooted 2-connected 4-regular planar maps consists of three types of maps according to whether the other end of the root-edge is a cut-vertex or not as depicted in Figure 8 . By using an algebraic symbolic system such as MAPLE, the first fewer coefficients of the function F(4) may be determined:
We may see that this formula coincides with the initial values of maps. For instance, there are a total of 30 rooted 2-connected 4-regular planar maps among which 20 are induced by those shown in Figure 7 while other ten are determined by the following group of 2-valent maps in Figure 9 .
REMARK. Liu raised an open problem for enumerating rooted 2-connected 4-regular maps on the plane [9, p. 167] . Late, Cai proposed the same question as cited in our acknowledgement. The above exact expression gives a solution to this question in a weak sense since we have assumed that a 2-connected graph (or corresponding map) may have loops. If we follow Tutte's definition [18] of connectivity a graph (map) is k-connected if and only if the girth is at least k and it requires at least k vertices to separate the graph (map). Then it follows that a 2-connected graph (map) has no loops. One may see late that even in this case we may also give an affirmative answer to this problem. Let t = w = 0 and y = q = 1. Then no loops or cut-vertices will be allowed to appear on the vertices other than the rooted one. It is clear that maps in U(2) − L are all 2-connected without loops and have root-valencies 2. This time the discriminant of (12) is turned into
Again by using the double-root method one may find that 
THEOREM D. The enumerating function of rooted 2-connected 4-regular planar maps without loops is
According to this, we may expand the enumerating function of rooted 2-connected 4-regular planar maps without loops into a power series of z, i.e., 
ASYMPTOTIC EVALUATIONS
In this section we shall evaluate the asymptotics of the numbers of the two types of 2-connected planar 4-regular maps obtained in the previous sections. We first state some basic facts which are useful in our evaluations. 
If R and R 1 are, respectively, the convergence radius of f M (z) and f M 1 (z), then R and R 1 are, respectively, the singularities of f M (z) and f M 1 (z). Furthermore, R ≤ R 1 .
Fact 5 [21] . The convergence radius of the power series expansion with the number of inner faces as the parameter of the enumerating function for the rooted planar 4-regular maps is 1 12 . Furthermore, any kind of infinite rooted 4-regular planar maps must has its convergence radius, say r , must satisfy 1 12 ≤ r < 1.
Let us begin with the asymptotic evaluation of the number of rooted 2-connected 4-regular planar maps (which may have loops). Let
Fact 6. All the possible singularities of the function F defined above are determined by eqn. (15) .
In fact, by the definition of F, its singularities are either induced by x = 0 or contained in those of (15) . If a singularity, say z 0 , is determined by x = 0, then it will also satisfy (15) . A contradiction.
We now investigate the singularities of (15) . The equation (15) 
After simplification we may extract the variable z as z = 6x 3 − 39x 2 + 62x − 24 x(8x 4 − 20x 3 + 57x 2 − 76x + 36)
Substitute this into (17) we find a high order equation for x, i.e., 
